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Processor More power at its cores. With eighth-generation Intel Core processors, MacBook Pro reaches new
heights in compute performance. The 15â€‘inch model now features a 6â€‘core Intel Core i9 processor that
works up to 70 percent faster than the previous generation, enabling up to 4.8GHz Turbo Boost speeds.
MacBook Pro - Apple
The MacBook Pro (sometimes abbreviated as MBP) is a line of Macintosh portable computers introduced in
January 2006 by Apple Inc.It is the high-end model of the MacBook family and is currently available in 13and 15-inch screen sizes. A 17-inch version was available between April 2006 and June 2012. The first
generation MacBook Pro is externally similar to the PowerBook G4 it replaces, but ...
MacBook Pro - Wikipedia
To identify your MacBook Pro model, use the information in How to identify MacBook Pro models.. Once
you're sure which model you have, find it in the list below to go to the instructions for that model.
MacBook Pro: How to remove or install memory - Apple Support
The MacBook is a brand of notebook computers manufactured by Apple Inc. from May 2006 to February
2012, and relaunched in 2015. It replaced the iBook series and 12-inch PowerBook series of notebooks as a
part of the Apple-Intel transition from PowerPC. Positioned as the low end of the MacBook family, below the
premium ultra-portable MacBook Air and the powerful MacBook Pro, the MacBook was ...
MacBook - Wikipedia
IAmA on Reddit with Kyle Wiens, iFixit's CEO, talking about the MacBook Pro with Retina Display!. This is it:
The Chosen One of MacBook Pros. While other MBPs were gifted only the standard annual updates, this
particular model was bestowed with a Retina display, a thinner profile, two Thunderbolt ports, a full sized
HDMI port, and less annoying cooling fans.
MacBook Pro 15" Retina Display Mid 2012 Teardown - iFixit
One of the controllers on the 13-inch model with four Thunderbolt 3 ports only has a PCIe 3.0 x2 connection
to the PCH. The ports operate at full speed (40 Gbit/s), can transport two DP 1.2 links, provide 10 GbE
Thunderbolt networking, and support native Thunderbolt, DP, and USB 3.1 Gen 2 (10 Gb/s) signaling.
MacBook Pro 15" Touch Bar Teardown - iFixit
The new machines are the 15-inch and 13-inch MacBook Pro models with Touch Bar. They go on sale today
via Apple.com, and later in the week will be in a subset of Apple Stores and available via ...
Not Just a Cup of Coffee Lake: Apple MacBook Pro 2018
Buy Apple 15.4" ; MacBook Pro Laptop Computer with Retina Display & Force Touch Trackpad (Mid 2015)
featuring 2.2 GHz Intel Core i7 (Crystalwell), 16GB of Onboard 1600 MHz DDR3L RAM. Review Apple
MacBook Pro
Apple 15.4" MacBook Pro Laptop Computer with Retina
Experience the innovative interface of the Touch Bar in the late 2016 silver Apple 15.4" MacBook Pro with
Touch Bar.. The Touch Bar places controls right at your fingertips and adapts to different apps to provide
useful functions without having to navigate complex menus or memorize keyboard shortcuts.
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